[amn] is called regular in the £-adic field Qp if every convergent sequence {Si} is equal to its transform {/<} in Q,p. Sequences {/,-} and {Si) are, of course, equal if \lmm^x <p(tm -Sm) =0.
Clearly, if {S,} is ^-convergent, then {ti} is ^-convergent. The converse need not hold.
Lemma. If <pv(a)=p~n, »èl, and <p(b)=p+m, w^l, then <p(a+b) =pm.
Proof. a = (r¡/si)pn, b -(r2/s2)p~m, with r2, si prime to p and (m+n)^2.
Since p\r2si and (m+n)^2, <p(a+b)=pm.
Theorem. The three conditions
lim <M E a** -! ) = °.
(3) «(««») = ilf, are necessary and sufficient conditions that the method defined by tm= En.o ctmiSi be regular-p.
Proof. The proofs of the necessity of conditions (1) and (2) are similar to the classic case, mutatis mutandis. They will not be reproduced here. The proofs of the necessity of condition (3) To prove the conditions sufficient, it will be shown that if the sequence {Sm} converges in the p-aáic valuation, then {tm) and \Sm) belong to the same residue class, i.e. lim«..«, <p(tm -Sm) =0. essary. This can be seen from the regular-/» method of summation described below.
If p'^m<py+1, leta«" = 0, n<m-p'-l-2, amn = \/p, m-p'~i-2 = «<m -2, a«« -1 = -p"~2, am« = l-Since « 1 E *(««.) = P" + -¡ + 1. p'úm< p'+\ n-0 P condition (3') is not satisfied ; on the other hand this method satisfies the conditions of the theorem and so is regular-/», a fact which easily can be verified directly. The sufficiency proof holds for non-Archimedian valuations in general. The particular properties of the /»-adic valuation are used only in the proof of the necessity of (3).
The theorem involves triangular matrices, although formally the proof can be extended to infinite-row matrices. This extension has not been made since the individual t's of the transform may then become /»-adic numbers.
There exist /»-regular matrices [a«"] which produce /»-adic convergent sequences {/") as transforms of /»-adic divergent sequences {5"}. Consider the method <m = 5«_i/2+5«/2.
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